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The present investigation attempts to shed some light on
the status of grading students in the Jester:1 &entucky State
Teachers College. A olan is suggested for weighting the grades
assigned by individual instructors and departments. The use
of such a plan by administrators and instructors should tend
toward a more uniform rating of students.
Such a study as this is made possible only by the help of
others. This opportunity is taken to express my appreciation
to Ir. E. H. Canon, Registrar, for the privilege of obtaining
information from the institutional records. Acknowledgments
are also due to Dr. 7. Pearce, Director of the Extension
Departaent,for additional information secured from the records
in his office. i also wish to express appreciation to Dr. Bert
R. Smith, my major nrofessor, for his patience and careful
guidance of this work. I am grateful to Dr. Gordon Wilson and







The use of school marks for measuring the achievement of
students is a universal practice. From the beginning of an
individ-;ales college career his grades are watched and interpreted
by instructors - administrators. Y.arks serve as a,tasis for
assigning cre6it, for srecial honors and degrees, for credit for
quality, for determining fail;,re, for rejection or eligibility
for higher scholastic nursuits, for vocational guidance, and for
recom-lending studen7s for positions. Cerainly, administrative
7-ac:-.inery that f-..nctions in so L:any nhases of ec:'_1ction and in
the Ji of an in7117if- al deserves the coonera7:ion of adminis-
trators and instructors in their efforts to st1-.d:- and modify
grading systen-s so that they rnay function more effectivelz as
-1tridance factors. A survey of the literature on the subject,1
however, indicates that administrators, in general, have neglected
the prob1e7..
It is the-::_rrose of the rrescnt st-_1d:' to ,:resent the results
of an investiration of the status of gradinr in the ';:estern
Kentucky Etste Teachers College. The study is undertken because
of the writers nerscnal interest as a student in the institution
and beca-,:se of the increased attention to the problem in recent
years. Such a study shoultr.L, in every instance, accompany any
scheme of supervision. he status of the ma:-.king system in any
1E. C. Rugc7, "Techers Marks and :.:arking Systers," Educational
Administration and Z-;.tervision, I (February, 1915), 117-12.
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college can Les: eiscovered by making comrarisons of the
distribution cf grades by the various instructors in the same
sci,00l, by departnents, and with other colleges.
The follcwing presents a brief outline of the topics
discussed in this chapter:
1. The pinotlem.
2. Score of the study.
Sources cf the data.
4. TreatrLent of the data.
5. Review of similar studies.
The nrobe -. --- The problem selected for this thesis is "A
Stud: of the Grades of the :.estern Kentucky State Teachers
College durin: 1.29-30, 1530-31, 1931-32." The purpose
of the stu::: is as follows:
1. 2o compare the distribution of grades by the
various instructors of the college.
f- :o weight the grades assigned by the
individual instructors.
3. lo coml7are the distribution of grades by the
vfricus departn:ents.
4. To v-eight the grades assigned by departments
5. To com7are the grades given by instructors
within the same depart-lents.
6. To com-are the !Trades riven by the college as
a 7:hole with other colleges.
To con--are the grades given in residence with
those ,7iven in e;:tension study.
3
The sco--.e cf th study. --- Since the stlIdy is intended for
an investi:':ion cf the grades 0.yen by instrctors in ::estern
Kentucky State 2e2chers Collee, the records used cover the
school -.;ears 1,.;2--J?, 1930-31, and 1931-32. Ihe results for a
reriod of this 1e=: of time are more reliable and corr.nrable
than if limi:ed :c s shorter reried of time. A totn1 of 75,173
rarks given b7.:- instructors for study in residence, and a
total of 2,1E4 grades riven for extension study are used in this
investiration.
In order to eliminate the nersonal element in this study,
Arabic numbers used to deciEnste the various instructors.
The depart7:en:s are indicated by Roman numerals. This limits
the value of the stud:-. Non-uniformity in instructors' marks
ray be great17 refi.:.ced by providing each faculty member with
tables showin: the msrks actually riven during a certain period
of ti-e. EI:ch a 7:ccedure ;Jould enable cL_ch instructor to know
to what extent his -7.des conform with other distributlons, and,
whenever necessa7y, to modify his r.:.des accordingly.
Sources of tie ata. --- The data for this thesis were
obtained from the cr-i:-inal grade sheets as they were turned in
at the effice at the end of eL._ch semestcr and from
the individual reccr.:. cards of tie students. :ames of students
who eaned creaf: f.cr extension study were secared from the
office of the =xzer.sion Departrnent.
Treatment --- The data for this thesis are
tre,7:ted sta:ict4 ra'1y and comparatively. The main interest of
the study is in the distribution of grades by the instructors
4
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who taught courses offered in residence during the three-year
period. For this 'e:con grrdes given by the rztension Denartment
are not incL-_ded in r,:_e total distribution for the college, but
a co-7,arison is -ate of the grades assigned to extension and
resident students. ?.eferences to the total distribution of
grades by the collee are only to grades given for study in
residence.
The rercentee of A's, B's, C's, L's, and F's 7iven for
residence stud-: "cy instructors, by departments, and by the
college as a whcie is tabulated. After assigning certain
numerical values 7,c, he grading symbols, the median of each
distribution of mrsdes is comouted.
The assi:ned vel,;_es for the grades are as follows:
TAF;LE I
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The grades given by the instr-Jctors and denartents are
weighted accol(.7.1n-_
1.4hich is 2.5.
their deviation fronl the standard median,
Comparisons al-e made between tie grades made by the same
5
students in residence and extension study on a grade-point
basis. In determining the grade-points, the following values
are arbitrarily used:
W.BLE II









The grade-roints are computed by multiplying the frequency
of each mark by its assigned value. The total sum of the points
is divided by the total number of grades. The grade-point
average for esch student's residence and extension grades is
computed and co7pared.
Summar- of other studies. --- An extensive literature
concerning college marks has appeared in the 1Pct twenty-five
years. One of the most outstanding studies in regard to
teachers' marks is that of Starch and Elliott2 made in 1912-1913,
in which they found ride differences in the grading of the same
1.tarcb, Fs7cnolorzv (i:ew -Zork, TheLacmillan Co., 1927), Pp. 512-556.
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examination papers by teachers in different schools. The grades
assigned the parers ranged from 50 to 98 per cent on one paper
and from 43 to GC per cent on another. They a:l.so found the
variation almost as great in the grades assigned another paper
by teachers witl:in the same department of the same school.
Yax leyer,3 a pioneer in directing attention to college
marks, collected and examined the grades assigned for five years
at the University of :Ussouri. He found that the grades assigned
by the various instructors showed no uniformity. As a result of
his investigation he recomnended marking on a probability curve
with the following distribution: A - 3 per cent, B - 22 per
cent, C - 50 per cent, D - 22 per cent, F - 3 per cent. This
plan was adopted in order to eliminate the possibility of
students, eager to win honors, choosing courses with certain
instructors and avoiding others. In a table compiled by H. 0.
Rug - in 1C15 the distribution of grades in the University of
.:issouri is described as approximately normal as a result of the
installation of a uniform grading system.
F. J. Kelley,5 in a study Teachers' larks, summarizes and
evaluates the work of former students in order to set forth the
variability of standards among teachers and to examine certain
tests and scales in order to determine their effectiveness ir
iax 
_
1..eyer, "The Grading of College Students," Scierce,
(August, 1908), 243.
A-augg, or. cit., p. 130.
5F. J. Kelley, Teachers' Liarks, Contributions to Education,Eo. 6G (i:ew -Zork, Teachers College, Columbia linivcrsit:!, 1911).
7
improving the situation. nis conclusions briefly stated are as
folloas:
1. grade means various things to different
instructors. In some cases this difference
a:nounts to as much as the difference in a
good and a fair grade.
2. A mark of 70 in one school means more than a
mark of 80 in another having the same passing
standards.
3. In colleges the percentage of students that
the various instructors fail over a period
of several years varies from 0 to 28, or more.
0. C. Carmichae1,6 in an attempt to work out a plan for
making the grading uniform within his institution, made an
investigation of the distribution of grades by the various caUleges
of the state of Alabarla. Twelve institutions are represented in
the study. he found that the percentage of hla ranged from 13 to
36; the percentage of E's and F's conbined ranged from 4.5 to W.I.-.
Liss Vadenls7 investigation of the distribution of the
grades at George Peabody Lollege for Teachers, which appears in
the form of a hatter's thesis, is one of the most recent studies
of college grade distributions. This study includes the grades
"O. C. Carmicael, ";)ictribution of College Grades," School 
and Society, XXIII (1ebruary, 1926), 246-248.
71,iss James Vaden, The Distribution of the Grades at
Georr7e Peabody ol1er  for ri.eachers (unpublished Laster of 1.rts
717=.7, 6eorre FeLbo6.7 tWnere for Teachers, 1:ashvi1le, Tennessee,
1931).
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from the sumr-er of 1925 through the spring of 129
. The
distribution of the Rrades at George Peabody College
 shows a
very small nercent'r:e of D's and F's and a very 
large percentage
of C's and E's. 7.:le total distribution of grades
 is as follows:
11.1 per cent it's, 37.5 per cent E's, 49 rex. cent
 C's, 1.9 per
cent D's, .5 rer cent Fls. This distribution is 
abnormal in
comparison with distributions found by investigators wh
o have
tabulated large numrs of :'arks, according to :Ass 
Vadenls
conclusion.
John V.. Paynee recently made a comparative study of the
distribution of the grades given in the undergraduate school
s
of the University of Chicago. The comparisons are made on t
he
basis of grade-::oints. Be found a wide range of c7rade-roint
averages for the various depart.p.ents :7.nd instructors. T:hirteen
of the thirty-nine deartments had grade-points below the
university avera:e. The value of the _Is assigned by the
various instructors ranred from 50 to 250.
idax h. Fried7an9 in a recent thesis sets forth the situation
of the grading sTste:: of V:ashington Square College of Her; York.
His investiL-ation resulted in the following findings: Grades for
the college were hir:her than they would have been under a normal
eJohn Ccmrarative Study of the Distribution of
Grades in the -..-nfer7r:- duate E-chool of Cnivcrsity of Chicago,
1925-1923 TiEnuilished I.:aster 01 ,.rts thesis, Thiversity of
Chicago, 1929).
c':..ax h. Friedman. Distribution of the Grades in the
Y:ashinr-tcn Colle-o of ..c-J; -lorleM777-(uripuLaished
Laster of 1.7.r7-77.,7177-7iiiversity of New York, 1951).
distribution; most de:i rt:-ents vary widely from the nornal
distribtion; the grades assi7ned by the various instructors




DISTRIBI7TION OF GHADES ASLIG.1..ED lic RESIDEIXE
The followin 7rading system is used in the 7:estern Kentucky
State Teachers College:
A indicates superior work
B indicates work above average
C indicates average work




The follot:inf: excerrts taken from the college catalog exemplify
the importance attached to marks assigned students by the
instr...ctors in tnis college:
"Candidates for the Colle7e Ele-:ente:y
certificate, the Standard certificate, the
Colle-e certificate, or any degree conferred
by the institation must cquire a nut,ber of
gr:de :oints equal to the numler of semesterhot.rs required for the certificate or degree
Each credit of 'Al gr-.de allows
three roints; of 'B' r--rade, two roints; andof 'C' grade, ore point. 'DI 7rades allowcredit toward graduation, but do not counttoward roints. An average standing of 1 or'CI is required of all students receivingsn c3rtificate or the baccalaureate
degr—e."11
The registrar of the college must be provided with a
transcrirt of a student's undergraduate grades before the student
1CCatalc-
XII, !:o. V, r. .
11— -1eia.
tern Kentacky State Teachers Coller-e, Vol.
11
can be re-istered for C iaster's degree.12
"The !:aster of Arts degree will be
conferred on no candidate with an averare
standing of less than ,B1. 1k) credit for
work vdth ID1 Erades will be granted.''
Such statements illustrate the importance of the problem of
grading students in the iiestern Kentucky State Teachers College.
The purpose of this chapter is as follows:
1. To compare the distribution of grades by the
various instructors of the college.
2. To weight the grades assigned by the
individual instructors according to their
deviation from the standard median.
3. To compare the distribution of grades by the
various departments.
4. To weight the distribution of grades b:
departments according to their deviation from
the standard median.
5. To compare the deviations from the standard
median of grades given by instructors within
the same departments.
6. To compare the grades given by the college as
a whole with other colleges.
'r.ith reference to the ideal distribution of grades there is
wide variation of ctinion, as shown in Table III, which presents





PROPOSED FRE4TENCIES (IN PEiCEI.T) OF TE :LAKS B, Co D, F
At:: : B's : C's : D's F's
Cattell •. 10 : 20 : 40 : 20 10
Meyer : 3 •. 22 : 50 : 22 3
Dearborn 2 • 23 • 50 23 2
Finkelstein 12 19 45 21 3
: : •
Rugg : 7 : 24 : 38 24 7
: : •
The median for each plan of distribution with the exception
of Finkelstein's is found to be 2.5 when the numerical values
listed in Table I are assigned to the various rks, The median
for Finkelstein's distribution of grades is 2.4, which shows
slight variation.
Any normal plan of distribution according to a five-point
grading system will show a median of 2.5 when the numerical
values listed in Table I are assigmed to the grading symbols.
This is referred to in this study as t:-:e standard median. The
medians for the distributions proposed by Rua- and Meyer are
comrated below for t_e purpose of illustration.






F 4-3 7 F 4-5 3
D 3-4 24 D 3-4 22
C 2-3 38 C 2-3 50
B 1-2 24 B 1-2 22
A 0-1 7 A 0-1 3
2.5 Kedian 2.5
Specialists and students of education, as shown in Table
generally assume that ability and achievement as represented by
school marks should be distributed in any large group according
to the probability surface of distribution. If this assumption
has any validity, the median for any instructor's marks for any
large numter of unselected students should tend to conform to
the standard median when the above numerical values are used.
Table IV presents the results of the investig-tion of the
.4 75,173 grades given by the 233 instructors who taught in the
.1%
college during the years 1929-30, 1930-31, 1931-32. ro "X"
grades are considered in the study. Thirty instructors having
fewer than twenty-five grades are listed togeth3.r, since it is
not expected that a s7all group will necessrily conform to a
proper distrittion. These instructors are lased as "others"
in t_e taLle and are not treated individually. They are used
only for the influence which they have upon tne total
distribution of graces,
ihe z_e percentage of the various marks given
by each of the instructors in tne college during tne three-year
14
period. 2he tacle also shows the median of each distribution of
grades and the deviation from the standard median, which is 2.5.
The instructors are listed according to their deviation from the
standard n.edian. The table s.ould be read according to the
following illustrations:
(1) Instructor 1 gave a total of 523 grades during as
many of the semesters as he taught in the college.
Of these 523 marks 67.1 per cent were A's, 23.3
per cent were B's, 8.2 per cent were C's, .7 per
cent were D's, al-d .5 per cent were F's, with a
median of .2, which shows a positive deviation of
2.3 points from the standard median.
(2) Instr;:ctor 176 gave a total of 108 grides during
as many of the semesters as he tau 'It in the
college. Of these 108 marks 16.6 per cent were
A's, 19.4 per cent were B's, 27.7 per cent were
Cts, 20.3 per cent were Lls, and 15.7 per cent
were F's, with a median of 2.5, w.lich coincides
with the standard median.
Instructor 184 gave a total of eighty-six grades
during as many Oi the semesters as he taught in
the college. Of the eighty-six marks 3.4 per
cent were A's, 20.9 per cent were 's, 41.8 per
cent were C's, 3.4 per cent were Lis, and 30.2
per cent were Ps, with a median of 2.6, which





PERCE:7TAGE DI3TRI3UTI0J OF GRADE3, THE ..Z...'1)7 IA:1, A.A0 DEVIATIOJ FRa.1
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48 16.6 1 72.9 10.4 !
48 29.1 43.7 27.0
76 28.9 42.1 1 28.9
49 26.5 46.9 1 26.5
1
Bis Cis
21 51 ; 23.5 : 52.9 1 23.5
1
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36 165 20.0 49.0
37 61 6.5 70.4
38 686 19.0 49.5
39 49 16.3 53.0
340 433 23.3 41.1
s
41 115 20.8 43.4
42 546 19.3 ; 45.9
43 1589 13.1 49.4
44 193 17.0 51.2
45 110 14.5 56.3
46 92 18.4 47.8
47 453 16.3 ; 50.7
48 51 27.4 33.3
S49 63 25.3 36.5
50 1195 16.7 38.2
51 496 30.4 ; 28.6
52 596 21.8 41.4
53 28 17.8 46.4
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A's C's D's F's
0
19.1 34.0 33.2 7.9 .5 , 1.8
13.2 45.8 35.3 4.9 .6 1.8
20.8 34.6 19.2 14.2 10.9 1.8
13.6 43.1 34.0 6.8 2.2 1.8
17.0 38.2 37.0 3.8 3.8 1.8
14.5 41.2 39.1 3.8 1.0 1.8
11.. 45.2 34.3 (7.5 2.8 1.8
13.8 41.6 36.1 2.7 5.5 1.8
6.2 50.0 37.5 6.2 1.8
25.7 27.6 24.7 11.5 10.2 1.8
16.1 38.3 35.6 6.5 3.2 1.8
12.2 42.8 40.8 4.0 1.8
13.6 40.9 37.8 1.5 6.0 1.8
18.4 34.8 29.2 12.0 5.4 1.9
12.5 41.4 41.3 2.2 2.3 1.9
14.0 37.0 42.1 2.8 3.9 1.9
3.7 50.6 43.0 1.2 1.2 1.9
17.5 35.1 40.7 6.0 .4 1.9
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131 84 8.3: 33.3 52.3 4.7 1.9 ! 2.1
3132 55 3.6i 43.0 54.5 1.3 2.1
8133 107 14.0 ; 29.9 35.5 9.3 11.21 2.1
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8136, 173 2.8 39.3 43.3
1
6.9 7.5 2.1
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s
138 342 8.7 32.7 41.2 11.4 5.8 I 2.2
s139 41 19.5 24.3 26.8 24.3 4.8 2.2
140 711 9.7 31.0 40.2 15.7 3.2 2.2
141 1374 7.9 32.9 39.9 10.2 9.0 2.2 i
3142 121 5.7 35.5 37.1 14.8 6.6 2.2
$143 58 5.1 31.0 51.7 12.0 2.2
13144 29 10.3 ; 27.5 48.2 6.8 6.8 2.2
8145 49 10.2 23.5 44.8 16.3 2.2
146 954 14.3 ; 24.0 42.2 12.9 6.3 2.2
147 763 4.4, 23.5 59.6 4 . 8 .24 2.2
148 54 9.2 24.0 55.5 11.1 2.3























































































27.8 40.9 18.8 2.7 2.3 .2
25.0 65.8 2.7 2.3 2.3 .2
14.2 74.6 7.1 3.1 2.3 .2
'25.2 40.9 10.3 13.4 i 2.3 .2
28.5 45.7 20.0 2.3 .2









i19.8 49.8 14.3 3.9 2.3 .2
!2343 41.8 14.3 8.9 2.3 .2
i30.5 31.3 16.3 14.0 2.3 .2
133.1 27.9 20.7 11.6 2.3 .2
i30.7 38.5 11.4 14.9 2.3 .2
118.5 50.9 12.3 6.5 2.3 .2
I23.6 40.3
4
9.6 15.7 2.3 .2
i26.4 41.1 4.2 21.0 2.4 .1
;22.5 30.0 15.0 17.5 2.4 .1
:22.2 L3.3 13.3 11.1 2.4 .1








169 1 42 4.7 21.4 i 54.7
is
170 158 6.9 17.7 55.6
171 812 2.4 19.9 60.4
172 185 7.5 20.0 48.1
3173 129 8.5 20.1 44.9
i
1 
174 373 f 9.1 23.8 35.1 17.4 14.4 . 2.4 .1
s175 185 3.7 28.6 35.6 18.9 12.9 2.4 .1
s176 1 108 16.6 19.4 97.7 20.3 i 15.7 2.5
i
t
3177 1 31 16.1 9.6 48.3 12.9 12.9 2.5 0
178 1 788 9.0 2p.8 28.8 19.1 1 17.1 2.5 0
8179 1 36 5.5 11.1 i 63.8 13.8
, 1 i180 ) 1527 13.1 20.9 29.9 26.1 9.7 2.5 0
i
8181 70 i 4.2 18.5 46.5 21.4 7.1 2.5 0
182 436 8.2 17.2 42.8 10.3 i 21.3 2.5 0
1
163 206 5.8 26.6 29.6 27.6 ! 10.1 ¶ 2.5 0
f
s184 86 ! 3.4 ; 20.9 41.3 3.4 i 30.2 2.6 -.1
185 537 1 9.8 18.7 32.7 25.0 13.6 2.6 -.1
1 i
1 ,
186 567 19.2 20.2 31.j 11.9 i 17.4 2.6 -.1
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16.4 3.1 I 2.4 1 .1
6.0 11.0 2.4 .1
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B's C's D's F's , rd 't 43 clCD ; US rd
d
!' 1
188 1 713 ! 8.9 ; 16.6
S
189 ! 127 10.2 13.3
931 7.4 12.5
; 171 5.8 15.7
45 ' 8.8 22.2
3193 44 2.2 40.9
194 i 1038 7.1 15.7
195 : 175 8.0 ; 1.2
126 818 7.2 ; 15.2
21971 185 2.1 t 14.4
1
s198 181 4.9 18.2
2199 191 2.6 9.4
2200 i 145 4.8 ! 20.0
201 : 189 5.2 15.3
202 i 650 10.0 17.2
5203 ' 224 2.6 , 12.9






36.0 4 16.8 21.4 1 2.6 1 -.1
i
1
i 1 i33.8 t 22.8 19.6 I 2.7 i -.2
t 138.1 18.4 23.4 : 2.7 i -.2i
t 1
:
36.2 23.3 18.7 i 2.7 -.2
!
:22.2 35.5 11.1 ' 2.8 : -.3t
1
50.0 6.8 i 2.8 -.3
30.8 24.6 21.6 ! 2.8 -.3
i25.1 39.4 9.1 ; 2.9 i -.4
i27.8 23.3 26.2 t 2.9 -.4
1
36.2 9.7 39.4 i 2.9 , -.4
i
27.6 27.6 21.5 t 2.9 -.4,
38.2 40.3 9.4 i 2.9 -.41i t









12.0 41.0 ! _. 3.2 -.7
22.7 39.7 ' 21.8 3.2 -.7
2.3 .9 1.3 1.0
22.5
Total 75,173 15.1 33.8 I 34.7 9.1 • 7.0 2.0 .5t
26The most strikin::- i-rression made by Table IV is that there
seems to be no agreement among instructors in the standards used
for assigning the various marks. The A's ranre from 0 to 67.1
per cent; the B's rare from 9.4 to 100 per cent; the C's range
from 0 to 74.6 per ce:_t; the D's range from 0 to 40.3 per cent;
the F's ra.-.ge from 0 to 41 per cert.
The table inaicates a tendency on the part of a large number
of instructors to give a high percentage of los and - Is and a
small percentage of C's, D's, and Ps. Instructors 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 assigned from 51 to 67 per cent of their gr.ides as A's
and 23 to 42 per cent as E's. Instructors 7 to 100 inclusive,
gave from 3 to 44 7er cent A's and 25 to 100 per cent 21s. The
A's and B's combined for each of these instructors include 50
per cent or more of ttotal nurser of grades riven by each.
Instructor 1 is the most outstending example of higll
gr:-,ding. Inc median of this instructor's grades is .2, which
shows a positive deviation Of 2.3 from the standard median, 2.5.4
This deviation becomes s4nificant wi-en it is considered that a
range of 1.00 means the difference in A and B, B and C, C and D,
or D and F grades, as will be s.1- own in -1ale V. r.n instructor
whose median shows a deviation of 2.3 is considered a very h-;
Instructor 2 sl:ov.s a similar distribution to that of
Instructor 1.
Instr'actors 164 to 2(2., inclusive, graded below the
standard median. :-str:ctcrs 200, 201, 202, and 203 assigned 50
per cent or more of T.:aeir total number of grades as D's and F t c.•-• •
Instructors 176, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181, 182, and 183 are
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worthy of comment for the conformity which their redians show to
the standard median. A fair inference cln be made that these
instr ctors tend to rate t_eir students according to a balanced
distA.bution.
Instructor 23 shots a peculiar distribution. This
instructor gave a total of 2C6 grades, all of which are B's. It
is quite unusual for a group of that size to show no difference
In achievement. The data for this instructor show that these
marks were asrigned to students pursuing the same course.
The distribution of grades for the college as a whole shows
that the percentage of A's is twice as great as the Percentage
of F's, and almost as great as the rercentsge of D's and F's
ccmbined. The total distribution for the collee grades shows
15.1 per cent A's, 3.8 per cent B's, 34.7 per cent Cls, 9.1 per
cent D's, and 7 per cent F's. The median of this distribution
is 2.0, which shows a deviation of .5 from the standard median.
According to the deviations 100 instructors gave a larger
percentage of high gr.des, while 80 instructors gave a larger
nercentaEe of low grades than the college as a whole. Twenty-
three instructors show deviations that are the same as the
college deviation.
An interesting observation is that the. number of grades
apparently had nothing to do with the percentage of high or low
marks given by the various instructors. Instructor 202, with a
total of 650 grades, gave 10 per cent A's, 37.2 per cent B's,
19.6 per cent C's, 12 per cent Dls, and 41 per cent F's.
Instructor 2, rith a total of 219 crec, gave 55.4 per cent
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A's, 28.8 per cent B's, 13.9 per cent C's, .8 rer cent D's and
.9 per cent F's. Instructor 178, with a total of 783 grades,
assigned 9 per cent A's, 25.8 per cent E's, 28.8 per cent C's,
19.1 per cent D's, and 17.1 per cent F's. Instructor 177, with
on1:: thirty-one grades, shows a more balanced distribution of
high and by, grades, 7:ith 16.1 per cent A's, 9.6 per cent E's,
4e.3 per cent C's, 12.9 per cent D's, and 12.9 per cent F's.
The wide range in the grades given by the various
Instructors implies that instructors vary widely in their
conception of superior, average, and failing work. On the
surface of this investigation there seems to be no basis for one
instructor assigning 40 per cent of his grades as F's while
another instrv„ctor gives no failing grades. It is difficult to
attach any meaning to an A grade of achievement when one
Instructor gives 67 per cent of his grades A's while another
instructor gil.es 0 per cent A's. Such wide variation among
instructors in the same school makes it possible for a student's
high or low rating to depend upon tne leniency or severity of
the standards of the instructor under whom he chooses to study.
Table IV has shown the wide variation that exists in the
grades given by t:Ie individual instructors. This variability
tends to indicate that instructors rate students according to
individual standards. In view of this wide range in the
distribution of the various grades it is possible that the
gr:Tdes given by one instructor are equal to lower or hir7her
gndes accorainE to tne standards of another instructor.
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TAI3LE V










1.8 ; 3, 4
1.7 ! 5
1.6 : 6
Instructors whose grades 1L:11 above tbisshould have some of their A's consicicl.ed as
line
L's andCos; their E's, as Cos nrd Dos_,1.5 :
1.4 : 7
1.3 : 8 4
1.2 : 9, 10, 11, 12
1.1 : 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
1.0 : 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 2_, 27, 2, 29, 30, 31
.9 : 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45,46, 1:72 46, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54
.8 : 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, u2, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67,69, 70, 71
.7 : 72, 73, 74, 75, 76 77, 78, 79, SO, 31, 62, 86, 8.1, 85,36
.6 : 871 88, 89, 9C, 9, 92, 931 94, 95i 96_, 97,9, cui 100Instructors r'nose grdes fall tibove thisshould have some of their A's consi6ered as
line
:ls;core of their E's, as Cos, etc.
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TI...ELE V (contld)
.5 : 1C1, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 107, 1C3, 109, 110, 111,
112,
123
113, 114, 115, 116, 117, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122,
.4 124, 125, 122, 127, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 13Z, 134,
1.35, 136
.3 : 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147
.2 148, 149, 150, 151, 132, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158,
159, 160, 101, 162, 1.,2,3, 164
.1 : 165, 166, 1C7, 168, 169, 170, 171, 172, 173, 174, 175
This space is the standard median. fnstn.zcors
Lhose grades fall above are crf.Oing hirn, those
below are grading, low.
2.5 : 170, 177, 178, 179, 1801 161, 182, 183
.1 : 184, 185, 186, 167, les
.2 : 189, 190, 191
: 192, 193, 194
.4 : 195, 196, 17, 193, 199
- .5:
Instructors wiloce grades fall below this line
should have sone of their "31 s considered as A's;
some of their Cls, as L's, etc. 
- .6 : 2C0
•
- .7 : 201, 202, 203
4P
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In order to ma.ee Erades conform roughly to some institu-
tional plan of grad.ene 1:esed upon a normal distribution, a
standardized nrocedure for weightinrr grades may be folloed by
instructors or administrators. Such a method should be helpful
in the solution of t e problem of the present rating syctem.
Table V has been prep:red for the purpose of weighting the
grades given by the various instructors listed in Table IV by
means of a statisticall: derived scale. The standard median is
used as t'ee criterion for weiehtiee the grades. The space on
the scale opposite 2.5 represents the standard median.
Instrectors with a median of 2.5 are listed in this sp ce.
range of .5 above and below the ste.derd median is defined as
the safety zone. Instr_ctors who are listed ;ithin this space
greded hir,e1 or low according to their positive or negative
deviation, yet the deviation is not so marked as to indicate a
general tendency to grade extremely hieh or extremely low.
Instructors within this zone and tliose listed in the space
representinr the standard median should scrutini=e their grades
in order to determine e extent to which they conorm to a
proper distribution. Instructors whose medians deviate more
Lilan .5 above or .5 be:0e the standard median should have their
grades scaled un'eard or downward according to their positive or
negaz.ive deviations. instrectors who are listed in the srace on
the scale which shows devi tions of .6 to 1.5, inclusive, graded
from one-half to one and one-half points too high, when compared
with the seendard reclean. These in-tructors should have some of
their consieered as ets: soee of ti.eir =Is, as G's; some of
44.
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their C's, as D's; and some of their D's, as I.'s. Instructors
listed in the space on the scale which shows deviations of 1.6
to %.5, inclusive, grated one and one-hz.if to two and one-half
points too high, when con/pared with the standard median. Some
of their A's should te considered as B's and C's; their Els, as
C's and ID's: their C's, as D's and F's; and their D's, as F's,
when comrared witr the standard median.
InstruCtors listed in the space which shows negative
deviations from .5 to 1.5, inclusive, graded one-half to one and
one-half points too low when compared with the standard median.
Some of their B's should be considered as A's; some of their
C's, as Bls; sorre of their D's, as C's; and some of their P's,
as D's.
The results of weirhting the grades of the various
instructors as shown b7 Table V are as follows:
(1) 3 per cent of the instructors should have some of
their 4.'s considered as L's and C's; their B's,
as C's and; D's; their C's, as D's and F's; and
their L's, as Pls.
(2) 46 per cent of the instructors should have some
of their considered as LIS; SOTC of their .3's,
as C's; co-re of their C's, as D's; and some of
their 1,'s, as i's.
(3) 37 per cent of the instructors graded high but
are within the safet?" zone; 8 per cent of the
instr.;c.tors graded low but are witlia t;-le safety
zone; 4 tor cent of the instructors show no
(4)
3s
deviation from the standard 7edian. These
instructors shoulJ scrutinize t ,eir grades to see
to what extent they have distributed their grades
according to some institutional plan of grading.
2 per cent of the instructors should have some
of their E's considered as A's; sore of theil,
C's, as F.'s; some of t:-.eir as C's; and some
of their F's, as D's.
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TABLE VI
PERCENTAGE DITIIBUTIOii OF GRi%DES, T LEDIk1, A1;73 DEVI:,TION FROL:
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VIII i 1761 15.2
IX i 581.2 14.5
X I, 609 11.1












25.3 8.2 ! .7
AA.3 26.3 3.6
i 32.4 i 23.9 5.1
I 30.9 28.1 , 7.2
45.2 51.5 i 2.6
I 43.0 i 50.2 i 7.2
36.6 1 27.1 i 10.1
1 42.6 1 34.1
! 40.6 57.7
41.2 1 i 39.7
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1.6 1.4 1.1
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4.4 ; 1.9 .6













Following the same line of procedure used in comparing the
marks of the individual instructors, the departmental
distributions of grades are compared in Table VI. The twenty-
one departnents are listed according to their deviation from the
standard median. The A's for the various departments range from
9.2 to 67.1 per cent; the B's range from 17 to 45.2 per cent;
the C's range from 8.2 to 43.1 per cent; the Dos range from .7
to 22.2 per cent; the F's range from .5 to 21.4 per cent.
Departments I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X, XI,
and XII are most conspicuous for high grades. In these
departments the As range from 11.1 to 67.1 per cent, and the
B's from 23.3 to 45.2 per cent. Each of these departments gave
50 per cent or more of their grades as A's and Els. Department
XX is outstanding for the conformity which its median shows to
the standard median. Derartment XXI is the only department
that graded below the standard median. This department assigned
the smallest percentage of A's and B's and the larrrest percentage
of D's and F's of any of the departments. Denartments XIII,
XIV, XV, XVI, and XVII show the same deviation as that of the
college. This indicates a tendency toward consistency in the
percentage of high and low marks assigned by these departments




EIGITL CF D Jj LTLAC CIDING TO T.:7..111 DEVI
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Deyartments listed asove tnis line shsuld have
some of their A's considered as 3's and 0's; their








: V, VI, VII
VIII, IX
.6 : X, XI, XII
De)artnts 1ised ajove this line should have
so:Tie of t:_eir A's cousidered as 's; sr:le of their
as Cts, etc.' 





This s3ae is the standard median. DeJartments
listed ar)ove are zradin3 high, those below are ,:rading
law.
2.5 :
De?artints listed °slow this line should have
some of tleir consdered A's; saae of their O's,
3's, etc.
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Table VII weights the grades assigned by the various
departments accordinz to the same plan used for weighting the
instructors grades. ;, summary of the table shows that the
grades of the various departments should be considered as
follows when compared with the standard median:
(1) Department I should have some of its A's





Departments II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII,
IX, X, XI, and XII should have some of their
A's considered as B's; some of their B's,
as C's; some of their C's, as D's; and sore
of their D's, as F's.
Departments XIII, XIV, XV, XVI, XVII, XVIII,
and XIX graded high but are within the safety
zone; the median of the distribution by
Department )O( conforms to the standard median;
Department XXI graded low but is within the
safety zone. The grades in these departments
should be scrutinized as to their distribution.
CI s, as D's and F's; and its
TABLE VIII
DEVIATION FRO1T STA:ZDARD .:EDIAN OF T.:E GRADES GIVEN BY
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The extent of variation that exists among instructors and
departments in rating students has already been shown. No
attention has been given to the distribution of grades riven
by instructors within the same departments. In considering the
wide divergence in the prcentage of the various marks assigned
by the departments, it should be remembered that an extreme
distribution by one instructor is sufficient to distort the
median of the grades assigned by the department as a whole.
Table VIII shows to some degree how instructors within the same
departments vary. The deviations from the standard median of
the grades given by instructors within the same departments are
shown in the table. Instructors with iewer than twenty-five
grades are not included in this table. Some or the instructors
of the college taught in more than one department during the
period which this study covers. In such instances the
Instructor is listed in each of the departments in which he
taught. The deviation tabulated each time is for the particular
department in which he appears. This accounts for any variance
in the deviation shown for the same instructor in Table IV.
The greatest variation among instructors within the same
department is found in Department XIII. The hig-hest deviation
is 2.1, while the lowest is -.4, the ra ge being 2.5. According
to the scale used for weighting the grades, the instructors in
this department show a wide divergence in the rercentare of high
and by: malics given. Instructor 2 should have some of his Als
considered as Els and Cls; his B's, as GIs and Lls; his C's, as




84, and 86 should have some of their A's considered as B's;
some of their Boa., as Cos; some of their Cos, as Dos; and some
of their Dos, as Fos. Instructors 104, 103, 115, 100, 136, 141,
142, 155, 160, 173, 153, 162, 163, 165, 163, and 175 graded
high, but are listed in the safety zone. Instructor 182 graded
In accordance with the standard median. Instructors 184 and
197 graded low but are within the safety zone of grading.
Instructors in Department III show deviations of .4 to 1.8,
the range being 1.4. Instructor 4 should have some of his A's
considered as B's and Cos; his B's, as Cos and D's; his Cos, as
Dos and Fos; and his Dos, as Fos. Instructors 7, 27, 24, 33,
35, 51, 56, 78, and 101 should have some of their A's considered
as B's; some of their B's, as Cos; some of their Cos, as Dos;
and some of their Dos as Fos. Instructors 119 and 133 ar4.
within the safety zone of grading.
Instructors in Department XVI show deviations from .2 to
1.8, the range being 1.6. Instructor 6 in this department
should have some of his A's considered as B's and Cos; his B's,
as Cos and Dos; his Cos, as Dos and Fos, and his Dos, as
Instructors 59, 16, 38, 88, and 50 should have some of their
A's consiered as B's; some of their B's, as Cos; some of their
Cos, as Dos, and some of their Dos, as Fos. Instructors 140,
146, 158, and 159 al.e within the safety zone of grading.
The deviations listed for the instructors in Depart-lents
IV, V, VI, VIII, I:4, XI, XII, XIV, /, XVII, and XVIII snow
variations similar to Departments III, XVI, and LIII, while
instructors in Departments II, VII, and X graded high, there
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is slight difference in the deviations, the range being .4, .5,
and .1, respectively. These instructors are listed within the
same space in Table V.
One of the most outstanding facts revealed by the table
is that instructors who show negative deviations tend to group
themselves in the same departments. These instructors are
listed in Departments XIX, XX, and XXI. This, however, does
not mean that all instructors within these departments have
medians that show negative deviations. In Departnent XIX
there are as many positive deviations as there are negative
deviations.
Instructors in Department XIX show deviations from -.7 to
.9, the range being 1.6. Instructors 34, 98, and 99 in this
department should have some of their A's considered as B's;
some of their B's, as GIs; some of their C's, as ID's; and some
of their D's, as Fts. The deviations shown by Instructors 76,
109, 129, 144, 131, and 164 graded high but fall within the
safety zone. Instructor a 173 and 181 show no deviation from
the standard median. Instructors 178, 185, 187, 174, 192, 193,
195, and 199 graded low but fall within the safety zone.
Instructor 203 should have some of his B's considered as A's;
some of his C's, as B's; some of his Des, as C's; and some of
his Fls, ss Da.
Instructors in Department XXI show deviations from -1.0 to
.7, the range being 1.7. Instructor 83 should have some of his
A's considered es :2-is; some of his Bis, as C's; some of his C's,
as D's; and some of his D's, as FIE. Instructors 177 and 180
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show no deviation from the standard median. Instructors 189,
190, 194, 198, and 196 graded low but fall within the safety
zone. Instructors 191, 200, 202, and 201 should have some of
their Els considered as Als; some of their C's, B's; some
of their D's, as Cs; and some of their F's, as Dls.
The instructors within Department XX graded low, yet the
deviations of the medians from the standard median are the
same. This tends to show consistency in the standards of
grading used by the instructors within this department.
The wide range in the deviations shown by instructors
within each department is sufficient evidence that instructors
within the same departments are inconsistent in assigning
marks.
I'd. S. :_iller,14 in an attempt to shed light upon the
variability of grades given by college instructors, discovered
that the instructors in the University of lAnnesota, with one
exception, ari ltted that their marks are not based upon
achievement alone. Such factors as personality, promptness,
courtesy, attitude, and effort play an important role in their
rating of students. There is no intention on the part of the
writer to underestimate the importance of these desirable
traits, but it is maintained that such personal characteristics
and achievel_ent should not be rated simultaneously.
On the surface of this investigation the only explanation
which occurs to the writer for such wide difference in rating
14yiller, on. clt., P
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students, as shown by the preceding tables, is the absence of
harmonious standards of grading among instructors and
departments. This investigation, however, reveals only facts.
Further research may explain and justify the wide variation in
grading on the basis of differences due to such factors as
classification of students, elective and required courses, with-
drawals from classes, and the rankins of instructors.
This study suggests that instructors whose grades show
deviations of 0 to .5, inclusive, above or below the standard
median should become critical of their distribution of marks.
Instructors whose grades deviate more than .5 above or below
the stand_rd median should modify their standards of grading.
Instructors should be able to justify their distribution of
grades. This suggestion does not require that tl-le frequencies
of instructors' marks conform rigidly to a normal distribution




COI:PARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES BY VARIOUS COLLEGES
College I A
‘destern Kentucky State
Teachers College 15.1 33.8 34.7





University of ChicaEod 14.0 36.8 36.9
Colleges of Alabama° ,19.9 31.9 i25.8












bFried:ran, or. cit., p. G.
c
Vaden, op. cit., P. 6.
dPayne, 22. cit., p. 7.
e
Carmichael, or. cit., p. 248.
ni.
J. Nelson, "Grading Systems in Eighty-nine Colleges and
Universities," Nations Schools, V (June, 1930), 67-70.
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When studying the grades of a particular college, it is
interesting to make comparisons with other colleges. Table IX
has been prepared to show to some extent what is going on in
other institutions. The table indicates a tendency on the part
of these colleges to give a large percentage of high grades and
a small percentage of D's and F's. The distribution of grades
given by the Western Kentucky State Teachers College shows a
striking similarity to the distribution by the Undergraduate
School of the University of Chicago. These colleges show a
close range of A's and D's. It is also observed that these two
colleges gave approximately the same percentage of B's and C's.
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TABLE X
CO:PARISON OF THE PHESENT STUDY A STUDY MADE IY 123













Present Study : 15.1 : 33.8 : 34.7 •. 9.1 •. 7.0 •.
: .
Smith's Study ; 14.5 : 28.6 : 36.3 •. 9.6 •. 4.1 : 6.9
•. •. : :
•. : •. :
In 1923 Bert R. Smith,15 instructor of School Administra-
tion in the Western Kentucky State Teachers College, made a
study of 13,946 grades given by seventy-five instructors during
the school year 1922-23. It is interesting to see to what
extent the total distribution of grades found in the present
study has reiTained constant over a period of time. Table X
chov's a compariscn of the present study with the study made by
Smith. The close range of 'A's and D's for the two reriods is
noteworthy. Smith's study shows that the rercentage of B's
was less in 1922-23, while the percentage of GIs was greater.
Chater summary. --- It has been shown in this chapter
that there is a general lack of uniformity in the distribution
of grades by instructors in different departments, by various
departments, by instructors within the same departments, and by
colleges in general.
15-Eert R. Smith, Etudy of the Grades of V:estern Kentuck
State Teachers Coller-e, 19227173-Tantub1ishTa =FT:-
4.P
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A comparison of the grades assigned by the various
instructors shows that the A's ranEe from 0 to 67.1 per cent;
the Fos range from 9.4 to 10C per cent; the Cos range from 0 to
74.6 per cent; the Dos range from 0 to 40.3 per cent; the Fos
range from 0 to 41 per cent.
The results of weighting the grades assigned by the various
instructors according to the deviation of the medians from the
standard median of 2.5 are as follows:
(1) 3 per cent of the instructors should have some of
their Als considered as B's and Cos; their B's, as
Cos and Dos; their Cos, as Dos and Fos; and their
Dos, as Fos.
(2) 46 per cent of the instructors should have some of
their A's considered as B's; some of their B's, as
Cos; some of their Cos, as Dos; and some of their
Dos, as Fos.
(3) 37 per cent of the instructors graded high but
are within the safety zone; 8 per cent of the
instructors graded low but are within the safety
zone; 4 per cent of the instructors show no
deviation from the standa:_:!. median.
(4) 2 per cent of the instructors should have some of
their Els considered as A's; scme of their Cos,
as B's; some of their Dos, as Cos; and some of
their Fos, as Dos.
A comparison of the distribution of grades by departments
shows that the Aos rac-e from 0.2 to 67.1 per cent; -brit:, S
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*range from 17 to 45.2 per cent; the C's range from 8.2 to 43.1
per cent; the D's ranee fro-.-1
from .5 to 21.4 per cent.
The results of weighting the grades assigned by the various
departments according to the deviation from the standard median
of 2.5 are as follows:
(1) One department should have some of its A's
considered as B's and Cis; its B's, as Cls
and L's; its C's, as Dls and Fls; and its
D's, as Fls.
(2) Eleven departments should have some of their
Als ccnsidered as B's; some of their B's, as
C's; so:Le of their C's, as Dls; and some of
their :its, as Fls.
(3) Seven departments graded high but are within
the safety zone; the median of one derartnent
coincides with the standard median; one
department graded low but is within the safety
zone.
The wide range in the deviations shown by instructors
within most of the departments is sufficient evidence that
instructors within the same departments are inconsistent in
their standards of grading.
All colleges listed in this study tend to give a large
percentage of high grades and a small percentage of low grades.
1:ide diversit-j cf practice is noted, in the percentage of each
of the marks Lssicx,ed by the different coheres.
.7 to 22.2 per cent; the F's ranee
vOr
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The total distribution of grades for the college found in
the prssent study is as follows: A's, 15.1 per cent, B's, 33.8
per cent, Cls, 34.7 per cent, D's, 9.1 per cent, and F's, 7 per
cent. A study made by Bert R. Smith in 1922-23 for this same
college shows the following distribution of grades: A's, 14.5
per cent, B's, 28.6 per cent, C's, 36.3 per cent, Dls, 9.6 per
cent, F's, 4.1 per cent, and Xls, 6.9 per cent.
In the light of the facts revealed in this chapter it is
suggested that all instructors scrutinize their distribution of
marks. Instructors whose distribution of grades shows any
abnormal tendency toward high or low marking should modify
their standards of grading according to some institutional plan.
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C-r.AFTER III
COFA:iiLON OF GI.DES IN ET=ION STUDY WITH GRiLDES IN RESIDEI:CE
The V;estern Kentucky State Teachers College conducts an
Extension Department which offers two divisions of instruction
to students not in residence. These divisions are correspondence
study and stud': centers. College students are privileged to earn
a maximum of one-fourth of the total hours required for the
Standard certificate or the Bachelor's degree by extension study.
In regard to the credit assigned for extension study, the
literature issued by the college states that the same marking
system must be used in correspondence and study-center 7:ork as
is used in residence and under the same restrictions and
regulations.
15 It is not within the score of this investigation
to make a detailed study of this department. Such an invlsti-
gation would require a more extensive research than is possible
in this study. r‘ -To attention is given to the individual
instructors or departments of the extension division of study.#
Data are presen ed to show to some extent ho.:: extension grades
compare with grades in residence. The purpose of the chapter
briefly stated is as follows:
1. To compare the distributions of grades by the
Extension Depart-ent with the total distribution
of grades assigned in residence.
2. To comrare the grades made by the same students in
extension study and in residence.
i'Catalcc, os. cit., 0. I.
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TABLE XI
CMPARISON OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF GRADES IN THE EXTENSION




































16.3 2.4 0 1.5 1.0
18.6 45.4 32.7 ' 3.1 0 1.6 a• *0
. :17.3 56.2 23.5 2.7 0 1.5 1.0
1
15.1 33.8 34.7 9.1 i 7.0 2.0 .5
Table XI presents a percentage distribution of the marks
assigned by the Extension Department. A total of 2,154 marks
actually found recorded in the registrar's office are considered.
Of this total number of grades 946 were assigned for study-center
worlc, al:d 1208 were assigned for correspondence study. The total
distribution of grades
shown in order to make
ty corresrondence shows
16.3 per cent CI, and
assigned to all resident students is also
comparisons. The distribution of grades
16.3 per cent A's, 64.7 per cent Ds,
2.4 per cent DIr, To median of t:ais
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distribution of grades is 1.5, which shows a deviation of 1.0
from the standard median.
The distribution of grades in the study-center division
shows 18.6 per cent A's, 45.4 per cent B's, 32.7 per cent C's,
and 3.1 per cent D's. The median of the distribution of these
grades is 1.6, which shows a deviation of .9 from the standard
median.
The totel distribution or the extension grades shows 17.3
per cent A's, 56.2 per cent tOs, 23.5 per cent C's, and 2.7 per
cent D's. The median for this distribution is 1.5, which shows
a deviation of 1.0 from the standard median.
It has been shown in Chapter II that the median or a
distribution or grades which shows a deviation of .6 to 1.5,
inclusive, indicates that the grades are one-hair to one and
one-half points too high when compared with the standard median
of 2.5. According to this criterion for weighting the grades,
some or the A's given by correspondence and in study center
should be considered as b's; some or the tos, as C's; some of
the C's, as D's; and some of the D's, as
The distributions or grades for study in residence, in
study center, and by corresronience show a very close range in
the r'ercentage of A's assigned. Less consistency is noted,
howevel-, in the nercentages of the other marks assigned. It
is noted that the percentage or and B's combined assigned
to both corresnondr.nce and study-center students is greater
than the porcenta(re ot' the sa-e marks as,7i.-_-ned to resident
students, while the percentage of C's and L's cc-kined is
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smaller. The A's and B's combined include 81 per cent of the
total number of grades assigned to correspondence students,
while the A's and h's combined include 64 per cent of the total
number of grades assigned to study-center students. The A's
and B's combined include 48.9 per cent of the total number of
grades assigned to resident students. The O's and D's combined
inclede 18.7 per cent of the total nunber of grades assigned to
correspondence students, while the C's and D's combined include
35.8 per cent of the grades assigned to study-center students.
The C's and D's combined inelude 43.8 per cent of the total
number of grades assigned to resident students.
The wide variance in the percentage of the various marks
assigned to resident students and correspondence students is
not peculiar to the western Kentucky State Teachers College.
There have been enough reports of similar investigations to
prove that just such variance is the prevailing condition among
other institutions. The following facts are reported in a
bulletin published by Kansas State Teachers College of Emporia:
"The tno institutions assigning 30 per
cent A's to correspondence students assign
11 per cent A's to resident students. One
institution assigning 29 per cent A's to
corresrendence students assigns 10 por cent
A's to resident students. One institution
assigning 45 per cent B's to correspondence
students assigns 30 per cent 7)1 s to resident
students. One institution assigninc 13 per
cent C's to cerrespondence students assigns
40 per cent C's to resident students. One
institution assigning 4 per cent D's to
correspondence students assigns 15 Per cent
LIE to resident students. One institution
assi:ninL 14 per cent L's to correspondence
students assigns 9 per cent D's to resident
students. One institution assigning 0 17.cr
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cent F's to correspondence students assigns
7 per cent tels to resident students, while
another institution assigning 1 per cent
F.'s to correspondence students assigns 7
per cent F's to resident students.""
In each of the aeove instances it is noted that the per-
centages of Als and B's are greater in correspondence study than
in residence, while the percentages of C's, Dls, and tels are
greater in each instance ror study in residence.
Comparisons of grades made by the same students in
residence and in extension study during the three years covered
by this study reveel interesting facts. The method of
comparison has been indicated in Chapter I. A comparison of 535
students who pursued courses both in correspondence and in
residence shows that 64.2 per cent of the students have a higher
average by correspondence than in residence, 24.6 per cent of
the students have a higher average in residence than by corre-
spondence, while 11 per cent have the same average in :oth types
of work.
A'comparison or 349 students who pursued courses both in
study center and in residence shows that 46.7 per cent or the
students have higher average in study center than in residence,
45.1 per cent or the students have a higher average in residence
than in study center,  while 7.1 per cent have sal-7e average.
A comrarison of grades made by 166 students both in study
center and by correspondence shows that 42.1 per cent of the
leSt.;dies in ;-,dcation (Kansas State Teachers Gollege of
Emporia, hansasT; Vol. 1, Lc). 1, January, 1930, p. 5.
•••
students have a hizner average by correspondence than in stud7
center, 32.5 per cent of the students have a hi-her nverare in
study center than by correspondence, while 25.3 per cent of the
students have the SS73 T.verage.
It is observed from tne comparisons of grades made by the
same students in residence and in extension study that the
percentage of students having higher averares in correspondence
study is greater in each case than the percentage of students
having higher averages in residence or study-center work. The
percentage of stuc_ents -laving a higher average in residence work
is approximately the same as the percentage of students having
a higher average in study-center work.
It is not the rarpose of t_e writer to criticize the high
marks given by corresrondence, since certain important factors
may justify this wide variance between the marks assigned to
students in corres-ondence end the marks assigned to students
in residence. The following reasons why correspondence grades
rank higher than residence grades are offered by the Extension
Department:
(1) Differences due to personal factors of student
such as maturity and seriousness of purpose.
(2) Differences due to the fact that students do best
when the work is written.
(3) Differences due to the fact that correspondence
papers indicating pool.  wol.k are required to be
reritten.




inco-r.rlete grades are considered; weaker students
usually get discouraged and quit.17
A careful analysis to determine the influence of tnese f,ctors
and other elements that may cause the wide difference in the
grades assigned in residence and in extension study should
constitute a definite contribution to the administration of
extension study. Such an investigation should be attempted
before any final interpretation of the facts revealed in this
study can be stated.
Chapter surrr,:arv. --- The comparison made in this chanter
of the total distributions of grades assigned to students for
study by correspondence, in study center, and in residence shows
a wide diversit-: in the percentage of C's, Dls, and -12's.
There is a marked consistency, however, in the percentar7e of A's
in each distribution of grades. The total distribution of
grades found for each division of study is as follows:
Correspondence: 'A's - 16.3 per cent, B's - 64.7 per
cent, C'S - 16.3 per cent, D's - 2.4 per cent.
Study Center; A's - 18.6 per cent, E's - 45.4 per
cent, C's - 32.7 per cent, Dls - 3.1 per cent.
Residence: A's - 15.1 p(:I. cent, E's - 53.8 per cent,
C's - 34.7 per cant, D's -.9.1 per cent, Ps -
7 per cent,
fhe medians of the distribution of corres7ondence grades and
study-center grades show deviations fro:r. the stand. rd median of
1,,Informs from the Extent:Ion Departent.
1.0 and .9, resrectively, while the distribution of grades
assined in rezidence shows a devietion of .5. It is observed
the--; the yercentages of A's and tis combined assigned for both
correspondence '__nd stl:d: -center ork are greater than the
percentages of the canze marks accigned for study in residence,
while the percentages of Cis and D's are less.
The comrariscns of grades made by the sae students in
residence and by correspondence show the following results:
(1) 64.2 per cent of the students have a higher
average by correspondence than in residence.
(2) 24.6 per cent of the students have a higher
averaze in residence than by correspondence.
(Z)) 11 per cent of the students have the same average.
The co=arisen of the grades mace by the same students in
residence and in center shows the following results:
(1) 46.7 7er cent of the students have a higher
averae in study center than in residence.
(2) 46.1 7er cent of the students have a higher
a7eraf.7e in resiaence than in study center.
( ) 7.1 7:r cent of the students have the same average.
A comrarison of the grades 7ade by the students in
correspondence and in study center shows the following results:
(1) 42.1 7.-.11r cent of the students have a higher
average by correspondence than in study center.
(2) 32.5 r cent of the students hive a higher
aver- in stud; cente-,: than by correspondence.




A study of the grades in the ':,estern Kentucky State Teachers
College over a three-year period, 1929-30, 1930-31, and 1931-32,
was the problem selected for this thesis. A total of 75,173
grades given by 23$ instructors who taught courses offered in
residence and a total of 2,154 grades given for extension study
were used in this investigation. The data were collected from
the records in the registrar's office and from the Extension
Department. The purpose of the study was as follows:
(1) To compare the distribution of grades by the
various instructors of the college.
(2) To weight the grades assigned by the individual
instructors according to their deviation ftom
the standard median.
(3) To compare the distribution of grades by the
various departments.
(4) To weight the distribution of grades by departments
according to their deviation from the standard
median.
(5) To compare the deviations from the standard median
of grades given by instructors within the same
departments.
(6) To conpare the grades given by the college as a
whole with other colleges.
(7) To ccmrgre the grades 71ven in residence with
those given in extension study.
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Instructors differ widely in their distribution of grades.
The Ais range from 0 to 67.1 per cent; the B's range from 9.4 to
100 per cent; the Cis range from 0 to 74.6 per cent; the D's
range from 0 to 40.3 per cent; the F's range from 0 to 41 per
cent.
The results of weighting the grades assigned by the various
Instructors according to the deviation of the medians from the
standard median of 2.5 are as follows:
(1) 3 per cent of the instructors should have some
of their A's considered as B's and Cis; their
i's, as C's and D's; their Cis, as D's and F's;
and their D's, as F s.
(2) 46 per cent of the instructors should have some
of their A's considered as B's; some of thnir
B's, as Cis; some of their Cis, as Dis; and some
of their D's, as Fis.
(3) 37 per cent of the instructors graded high but
are within the safety zone of grading; 8 per
cent of the instructors graded low but are
within the safety zone of grading; 4 per cent
of the instructors show no devition from the
standard median.
(4) 2 per cent of the instructors should have some
of their B's considered as A's; some of their
Cis, as B's; sone of their 1Jis, as Cis; and
some of their as D's.
Ade varitio i shorn in the distribution of marl:8 by the
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departments. The Als range from 9.2 to 67.1 per cent; the bls
range from 17 to 45.2 per cent; the Cls range from 8.2 to 43.1
per cent; the Dls range from .7 to 22.2 per cent; the range
from .5 to 21.4 per cent.
The results of weighting the grades assigned by the various
departments according to their deviation from the standard median
are as follows:
(1) One department should have some of its A's
considered as B's and C's; its B's, as Cs
and Dls; its els, as D s and F's; and its
Dls, as Fls.
(2) Eleven of the departments should have some of
their considered as Ifls; some of their 61s,
as Cs; some of their C's, as D's; and some
of their D's, as rls.
(3) Seven departments graded high but are within
the safety zone of grading; the median of the
distribution of grades by one department
conforms to the standard median; one department
graded low but is within the safety zone of
grading.
The wide range in the deviations from the standard median
shown by the distribution of grades by instructors within most
of the departments is sufficient evidence that instructors within
the same departments vary widely in their rating of students.
The assembled data, w7.-i& are r-ace up of the grades of all
the resident students for tle three-year period, show a large
6'7
percentage of A's, i's, and Cls and a small percentage of D's
and F's, the bull: being B's and C's. A similar study made by
Eert R. Smith shows that the same condition was prevalent in
1922-23. Ihe distribution found in the present study is as
follows: s - 15.1 per cent, B's - 33.8 per cent, C's - 34.7
per cent, D's - 9.1 per cent, Fls - 7 per cent. The distribu-
tions of grades by five other institutions, which are used for
comparison in this study, indicate a wide diversity among
colleges in the percentaFe of the various marks assigned, yet
the same tendency toward high grading is shown by each.
The distributions of grades assigned to students in the
extension department are as follows:
Correspondence: A's - 16.3 per cent, Els - 64.7 per
cent, C's - 16.3 per cent, Dls - 2.4 per cent.
Study Center: L's - 18.6 per cent, B's -45.4 per
cent, C's - 32.7 per cent, D's - 3.1 per cent.
A marked consistency is shown in the percentages of A's assigned
in the two divisions of extension study and in residence. No
uniformity is shown in the percentage of the other marks. The
distributions show that a much higher percentage of B's is
assigned for extension study than for study in residence, while
a much smaller percentage of C's and Dls is assigned for
extension study.
The results of the comparisons made of grades assigned to
the same students in residence and in extension study are as
(1) 64.2 per cent of tht students have a higher average
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by correspondence than in residence.
(2) 24.6 per cent of the students have a higher average
by correspondence than in residence.
(3) 11 rer cent of the students have the sane average
in correspondence and in residence.
(4) 46.7 per cent of the students have a higher average
in study center than in residence.
(5) 46.1 per cent of the students have a higher average
in residence than in study center.
(6) 7.1 per cent of the students have the sane average
in study center and in residence.
(7) 42.1 per cent of the students have a higher average
by correspondence than in study center.
(8) 32.5 per cent of the students have a higher average
In study center than by correspondence.
(g) 25.3 per cent of the students have the saTe average
in correspondence and study center.
Upon the surface o
if 
this investigation it may seem that the
wide variance shown in the grades assigned by instructors and
departments of the "estern Kentucky State Teachers College is
due to a general ].ac: of uniformity in the standards of grading
among instructors and departments. This .study, however, reveals
only facts. Ko attempt has been made in this general investi-
gation to analyze conditions that may affect the distribution of
grades by instructors and departments. The wide variation shown
in ratinL students may be due to the following factors:
(1) Differences due to the maturity of the student
body.
(2) Differences due to the purposes of the students.
(3) Differences due to the classification of students.
(4) Differences due to required and optional courses.
(5) Differences due to the percentage of withdrawals
from classes.
(6) Differences due to certain departmental require-
ments.
(7) Differences due to the percentage of major and
minor students in classes.
Differences due to sequence of courses.
Differences due to the personal element.
(6)
(9)
(10) Differences due to the ranking of the college
instructors.
(11) Differences due to the number of students.
Further research is needed to ascertain the influence of these
and other factors upon the grades assigned by instructors before
a final interpretation can be made in regard to the facts
revealed in this study.
The findings reported in this study should tend to focus
faculty attention on the variability in the practice of assigning
grades and should cause each instructor to become critical of his
own distribution of grades. It is suggested that instructors
compute the median of their distribution of grades each semester
according to the plan used in this study. Instructors whose
graces deviate from 0 to .5, inclusive, above or belew the
standLrd redian should scrutinize their distribution of the
Various marks. Instructors whose. grades deviate .5 above or .5
below the standnrd median should modify their standards of
grading in order to make their distributions conform roughly to
some suggested institutional plan. Each instructor sho-ald be
able to justify his distribution of grades. Such a procedure
should tend toward a more equitable rating of students.
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